Vw passat headlights replace

If any of the headlight bulbs on your Volkswagen Passat breaks or burns out, replace it as soon
as possible to stay safe on the road. Though the process may seem challenging, it's actually
pretty simple--even people with no mechanical expertise should be able to finish the repair in a
matter of minutes. Please note, these instructions don't apply to models made before Shut off
your Passat's engine and turn the headlamp switch to "OFF. Remove the air intake duct
retaining screws and place them in your pocket. Carefully pull the duct out of the engine
compartment and gently rest it on the ground passenger side bulb removal only. Pull the rubber
weather seal off of the low beam bulb socket. To access the high beam bulb socket, press down
on the tab at the top of its plastic weather cover. Turn the bulb socket counterclockwise and
pull it out of the headlight assembly. Grip the new bulb by its plastic base and carefully insert it
into the socket. Replace the weather seal, reinstall the air intake duct if necessary and turn on
the headlights to make sure the new bulb works. This article was written by a professional
writer, copy edited and fact checked through a multi-point auditing system, in efforts to ensure
our readers only receive the best information. To submit your questions or ideas, or to simply
learn more, see our about us page: link below. Step 2 Remove the air intake duct retaining
screws and place them in your pocket. Step 3 Pull the rubber weather seal off of the low beam
bulb socket. Step 4 Turn the bulb socket counterclockwise and pull it out of the headlight
assembly. Step 5 Take the old bulb out of the socket and dispose of it immediately. Step 6 Grip
the new bulb by its plastic base and carefully insert it into the socket. Tips If you touch the new
bulb's glass with your bare hands, wipe it clean using a rag or towel moistened with rubbing
alcohol. These may carry a dangerous electric charge even when the car's turned off and
should only be handled by a professional mechanic. Lake Ford helped make these videos. The
video above shows you to replace the headlight in your Volkswagen Passat. Changing both
headlight bulbs on your Passat at the same time will allow both bulbs to have the same intensity
and prevent the new headlight bulb from appearing brighter than the bulb on the opposite side.
In some Volkswagens, the highbeam is the same bulb as the headlight and it is possible for the
highbeam to work, but the headlight be burnt out even if they are the same bulb and vise versa.
Some Volkswagens have high intensity discharge headlights, sometimes referred to as xenon
lights. These bulbs have a very high voltage that runs through them, even if the battery is
disconnected. If your Passat has this type of bulb, we do not recommend that you attempt to
change it yourself. When you change the headlight on your Passat, it is important to not touch
the glass part of the bulb with your fingers because the oil from your fingertips will cause that
part of the bulb to burn hotter, which significantly shortens the life of the bulb. Hans
Angermeier has produced over , videos showing drivers how to fix things on their cars. He has
broad expertise on basic repair procedures covering the majority of cars on the road. Car
companies often use the same engines in different cars. They also slightly alter the styling and
sell the same car by two different names amongst other tricks to help offset development costs.
Our system selects the most applicable video for your car based, in part, on these
characteristics. The video displayed may not look exactly like your car, but may be relevant
enough for you to get a good idea how to do it. Getting Started - Prepare for the repair. Share
on. Full list of part and tools. Author Hans Angermeier has produced over , videos showing
drivers how to fix things on their cars. Change the parking light. Small bulbs that burn out
regularly - did you know you can replace these with LED lights? Sedan 4 Door. Replace a burnt
out DRL. DRLs are on more than your headlights. They burn out faster and should be replaced
regularly. Replace reverse light. White light when you back up - yup, they burn out and you can
replace them with bright LEDs. Top up power steering fluid. Help keep your car as responsive
as you are by maintaining proper power steering fluid levels. See all videos for the Volkswagen
Passat. We have a massive and growing video library, but we don't have everything Created on:
Learn how to replace a cloudy or cracked headlight or change a burnt out bulb. This video will
teach you how to replace the headlights on your Volksagen Passat. Clean with rubbing alcohol
and a soft cloth if the bulbs do get touched. Brought to you by 1AAuto. Hi, I'm Mike from
1AAuto. I hope this how-to video helps you out and next time you need parts for your vehicle
think of 1AAuto. In this video we're going to show you how to service headlights on this Passat
wagon, pretty much the same as any '01 to '03 Passat. The outer bulbs are the low-beams are
pretty easy to replace if you're just looking to replace a bulb. The inner ones you probably are
going to need to remove the headlight. We show you both replacing the bulbs as well as
changing your entire assembly because they cloud and fade or get broken. Tools you'll need to
replace your entire assemblies are flat blade screwdrivers both medium and larger size. T25 and
T30 torque drivers, eight and ten millimeter sockets with the ratchet and extension and a
Phillips screwdriver. If you're looking to just change a bulb, on the passenger side you can
actually remove these three screws here. Then the duct comes out, I'll show you that later as
well as this panel pulls off and you can access the back of your headlight. On the driver's side

you reach under here and pull on a couple tabs. This comes up and off. Back in here on the
outer lamp you remove this rubber boot. Then turn this counter-clockwise and this comes out.
That bulb actually just pulls straight out and goes back in. The new one would go back in. When
you put it back in make sure it's seated. Turn it clockwise and lock in place. Put the rubber boot
back over. Here you have a little door that pulls out. Then you can pull up; show you better in
this light that's removed. Inside there, might be on the other side, is a light you that turn counter
clockwise, comes out. Bulb pulled straight out of there. Replacement goes in. Most likely
removing the whole headlight is the only way you're going to actually get to it. There's also
another small bulb up in there that's the same thing. In order to remove your headlight you're
actually going to need to remove the bumper cover. That's not actually that big of a project. It's
just a few fasteners. You've got a T25 screw that's right up in here. On the right side you've got
three screws right inside the wheel well there, there and there. Then up underneath you've got
three flat blade screws, one there, one there and there should be another one here but it's
missing on this vehicle. As well as again on this side the three screws in the wheel well and the
one up top. You need a T25 torque driver with the socket with the ratchet. Fast forward here as I
remove the three screws that are in the wheel well and then the one that's up underneath. I used
the extension to get to that one as well as remove them from the other side. Now using a flat
blade screwdriver I take the fasteners out from underneath. They're pretty simple, they actually
only turn about half a turn and then pull down and out. Each parking light push the part in.
Careful to insert a screwdriver in the back here and pry out; you want to push in the front of the
light and use the screwdriver to pry it forward and then pull it out, disconnect it and obviously
repeat for the other side. As we open up the hood then there're two more T30 screws right on
the top, on each side of the top of the grill. Fast forward here as I remove those two screws or
bolts at the top and then you'll see I go to each side and pull on this bumper cover and unlock it
on each side. Next you want to remove this handle and right in here, just use a metal clip, put a
screwdriver down in there and pry that clip up. Put the tip up there, take your screwdriver put it
in and pry the handle apart and pull it off. I just reached in with my screwdriver pry up one side,
pulled and pry up the other side and pull that right out. Down here on the side you'll see a little
tab. Pry back on that tab and lift your grill straight up, on each side. That should pop out.
Sometimes you'll get one of the clips by just reaching down here, prying the clip out. These
clips should just pull right up and out. This one kind of got hung up a little bit. I had to go in
there on the back side and pry that. With the grill off there are four more T30 screws right
underneath to remove. Now with all of those removed the bumper cover slides forward and
comes out. You want to be careful there are your fog lights. If you have fog lights reach down in
to the tab here, press firmly and disconnect. Then do the other side. There are two T30 bolts on
each side that you want to remove; one here and then one right in down here. Then I'll lift panel
up a little bit. Speed up the film here a little bit as we just remove those two bolts. The other side
headlight, which we'll show you there are four screws to hold it in place, two very easy to see.
You remove this rubber grommet and you'll see one right down in there. You'll need an
extension to get to that one. Then you'll need an extension to get to the fourth one which is right
there between the radiator support and the duct. That duct comes off fairly easily. Pull off the
back cover and then there are three screws that hold the duct in place. Then the duct will come
up and out. Now speed up here as I remove the three Phillips screws and then pull that duct up
and out of place. Be sure you want to disconnect it right here, press on the tab, press on the tab
with one hand and pull it off with the other. Fast forward again as I remove those four bolts that
I showed you earlier that hold the headlight in. I'm using a ten millimeter socket with a ratchet
and extension. The assembly comes out. A new assembly from 1aauto, you can see it's very
nice, clear better than the original one. The headlights actually float inside the housing. Just for
some security during shipping the manufacturer wire ties them together to keep them in place
so you remove the dust covers. Cut three wire ties, one large that are easy and then two smaller
ones that are kind of inside the compartment. Remove the wire ties and you are ready to install
the lights. Once you have it in place what you want to do is start all four of the bolts in. Then as
you're tightening them up try and hold the light into the best position possible. Tighten those
bolts up. You want to tighten them nice and firm. They don't have to be too tight, though. With
the headlight secured back in place I'm going to speed up here as we put the T30 bolts back in
that hold that front brace. Then put the air duct back in place, put the three Phillips screws that
hold that in place in. Then put that vanity panel back up, clip that back on. With that all back in
place you want to reconnect your fog lights first. Put your part harnesses up and through. What
you do is, lift that cover and put that in place. There are slots here that go on the tabs here. You
want to rough lift it up in place and slide each side on. Put that up in place. Once you have it in
place then you want to put the four T30 bolts that are at the bottom of the grill back in place and
tighten them up firmly. Now we'll take the grill and these four spots at the bottom and these two

tabs here and the tab at the top. You want to kind of put it into place and line it up. You can tell
the tabs are going in, help them. Again we'll fast forward here as we put those two T30 bolts
back in at the top. To reinstall this, what we you actually need to do is unbolt your last
mechanism at the three 10 millimeter bolts, here, here and here. Let your light mechanism move
back here, as you take your handle kind of squeeze the forks just a little bit and insert it. Then
you can kind of look back through here. You need to make sure that clip is up. We'll open the
larger screwdriver and separate the fork. Separate the fork by twisting the screwdriver and then
work the handle on there and push the foot down and lock it in place. You can tell it's in place
when this moves around. We'll kick it into high gear as I re-bolt that latch mechanism back on to
the radiator support. Speed up through the rest of the video just in the interest of keeping it
somewhat short. We put the fasteners on the bottom and then tighten up the four screws that
are in the wheel well for the inner fender and the bumper cover. Then the park lights go back in.
Make sure you plug them back in. Force them in further in front. Then the back side goes in; and
then slides the tabs back into place. Adjusting these lights the right down to the exact point of
the holes right here. Here and here. You can use a Phillips screwdriver to move these adjusters
as you can see on this vehicle. There's also an adjustment point inside this trap door here as
well as you can move these nuts up and down. You would loosen the fasteners then move these
nuts up and down to aim your lights as well. We hope this helps you out, brought to you by
www. Please feel free to call us toll free We're the company that serves you on the internet and
in person. Our how-to videos have helped repair over million vehicles. Track Order. Free
Shipping My Cart. Proceed To Checkout. Video Library. Share on:. Copy URL. Pop the hood and
secure it. Drivers side: Unclip the plastic cover to access the back of the headlight assembly.
Passenger side: Remove the three screws securing the duct behind the headlight assembly.
Reach behind the headlight assembly. Pull aside the rubber boot and unclip the retaining wire.
Remove and replace the bulb. Anchor it with the retaining wire and seal it in with the rubber
boot. Remove the seven T25 screws and 3 flat blade clips Use a flat blade screwdriver to pry out
the side marker lights Remove the two T30 screws on the top of the grille Use a screwdriver to
pry the metal hood release handle out. Pull the grille straight up and off. Remove the four T30
screws exposed. Pull off the front bumper cover Unplug your fog lights. Set the fascia aside.
Remove the two T30 bolts on the panel below and to the side of the headlight assembly.
Remove the four screws securing the headlight assembly. Use an extension to access them all.
Disconnect the wiring harness. Pull the headlight assembly out. Remove the wire ties from the
new headlight assembly. Plug in the wiring harness. Bolt the assembly back in. Secure the
panel below the head light assembly and reassemble the duct if you had to remove it.
Reconnect the fog lights and thread through the marker light harnesses. Bolt the bumper cover
back on. Clip the grille back on and screw in the screws. Watch video. Sockets - Metric 8mm
Socket 10mm Socket. Shop Products. Search 1A Auto videos for your car repair. Year Save this
video to my 1A Auto Account. Same Day Shipping Need your part faster? Choose expedited
shipping at checkout. Guaranteed To Fit Highest quality, direct fit replacement auto parts
enforced to the strictest product standards. USA Customer Support Exceeding customers'
expectations, our team of passionate auto enthusiasts are here to help. Instructional Video
Library Thousands of how-to auto repair videos to guide you step-by-step through your repair.
Terms of Use Privacy Policy.

